
This evening’s music will include the pieces above, not necessarily in this order, 
with a Take 5 (short intermission) and possible surprises. 

Scott St. John, Concertmaster  •  Timothy Jones, Baritone
Dan Visconti, Commissioned Composer
Mark Buller, Commissioned Composer

Sat, Feb 10, 2018 • 5 pm • The Church of St. John the Divine

Legendary Love

ROCO In Concert

Mark Buller
Nursery Rhymes

OrchesTral VersiOn cOmmissiOned by rOcO
----8 minutes--

Tombstone Songs
Orchestral VersiOn cOmmissiOned by rOcO

----8 minutes----  
 

Antonín Dvořák (dVOr-zhak)
Legends, op. 59, b. 122

Vi. Allegro con moto   •   IX. Andante con moto
----9 minutes----  

William Grant Still
Wood Notes

i. Singing River (Moderately Slow)   •   II. Autumn Night (lightly)
iii. Moon Dusk (Slowly and Expressively)   •   IV. Whippoorwill’s shoes (humorously)

----18 minutes----

Dan Visconti (Vis-cahn-tee)
Legendary Love (in honor of christian Kidd)

Karl blench, copyist
rOcO cOmmissiOned WOrld Premiere

encue by Octava enabled
----10 minutes----
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2 Cypress Creek FACE

Join ROCO in exploring Houston and beyond 

through concerts that span the Southwest 

to the far Northern reaches of our area.  

  ROCO In Concert

  ROCO Unchambered

  ROCO Connections

(Private salons in homes and galleries not listed)
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ROCO is the first professional orchestra to premiere EnCue by Octava, 

a brand new smart phone app that’s changing the concert-going 

experience. It delivers real-time  program commentary from musicians 

and guest artists. Think of it like a director’s commentary or VH1’s Pop-Up 

Videos. ROCO has found a way to talk and play at the same time! 

1.  Turn off the ringer on your phone, or place it in “Do Not Disturb” mode, 
 so you can receive the Octava feed but keep your smart phone silent.
 you may also want to disable alerts on your phone during the performance.

2. Go to the App Store or Google Play, search for encue, and download 
 it to your phone*

3. Open the EnCue app

4. you can sign in with Facebook or your email if you want to create an account. 
 This lets you save slides to view later, or share them to Facebook. 
 if you’d rather not create an account, select “skip” 

5. Select Houston from the list of available cities

6. Open the app before encue-enabled
 pieces (indicated by the encue
 logo), and press download. after it
 has loaded, press start and then the
 app will begin automatically advance
 the music starts!
 
 *The old Octava app is no longer in use.
 Please search for EnCue.

Here’s how you can enjoy both our musical and 
literary conversation with you:

a new level of concert engagement
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 scott st. John lives in london, canada 
with his wife, sharon Wei, and daughter, Julia. 
scott was a member of the st. lawrence 
string Quartet and faculty member at stanford 
University for seven years, from 2006 – 2013. 
From 1999 - 2006, scott was associate 
Professor of Violin at University of Toronto, 

and founded the Felix Galimir chamber music award for U of T students. 
 currently scott coaches chamber music at Western University (canada),  plays 
chamber music at the marlboro music Festival (Vermont), and serves as concertmaster 
for rOcO. scott is a partner in the new rebelheart collective at london’s aeolian hall, 
an innovative chamber orchestra and youth mentorship program connected with the el 
sistema movement. 
 august 2017 will mark the debut of a new “Western 360” chamber music festival at 
Western University in london Ontario. as artistic director, scott is organizing a weekend 
of concerts and workshops for students, with an emphasis on multi-cultural experiences 
and wellness activities.
 concert highlights of the past year include a “canada 150” recital of early canadian 
music in calgary with pianist Katherine chi, a performance of Peteris Vasks “distant 
light” at scotia Festival, and many chamber music performances with the enso Quartet 
in california.
 a recent recording of mozart’s symphonia concertante with his sister lara st. John 
won a Juno award for best recording: solo with orchestra. Working with composers 
has been important throughout his career; scott has worked with John adams, charles 
Wuorinen and Oswaldo Golijov in the Us, and arsenio Giron, Gary Kulesha, elizabeth 
raum and many others in canada.
 scott began his violin studies at age three with richard lawrence, in london. 
he is a graduate of the curtis institute of music where he studied violin with david 

cerone, arnold steinhardt, and chamber music with Felix Galimir. current non-
musical activities include serving on the boards of the london Organic Food 

co-op and Transport action Ontario. scott also supports hanVoice, a lobby 
organization for north Korean refugees in canada.

Featured Artist

Scott St. John, 
Concertmaster
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 american bass-baritone Timothy Jones enjoys a 
reputation as a charismatic presence on operatic and 
concert stages throughout the United states, europe 
and south america. The boston Globe hailed his 
voice as “stentorian and honeyed” and the chicago 
Tribune called his “complete connection with the text 
extraordinary.” The Pittsburgh Tribune-review praised 
him for his theatricality, noting that he “relished the 
dramatic possibilities of the songs’ text and music.” his eagerly anticipated performances 
combine intelligent musicianship, commanding vocal technique and a unique ability to 
connect with audiences.  highlights of the 2016-2017 season include performances with 
Pittsburgh new music ensemble, ars lyrica houston, University of houston brahms 
Festival, and the rOcO in houston. 
 a distinguished concert performer, mr. Jones has soloed with the cleveland Orchestra 
singing handel’s messiah and bach’s st. matthew Passion. he has also performed 
with boston baroque, baltimore symphony, st. Petersburg chamber Orchestra, austin 
symphony, buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, dallas symphony, houston symphony, new 
mexico symphony, new haven symphony, Portland symphony, saginaw symphony, 
san antonio symphony, Utah symphony, Wichita symphony Orchestra and the Virginia 
symphony. his repertoire includes bach’s st. John Passion, haydn’s lord nelson 
mass, mozart’s requiem, beethoven’s symphony no. 9, Verdi’s requiem and “a sea 
symphony” by Vaughn Williams.      
 mr. Jones is widely celebrated as an enthusiastic champion of new and 
contemporary music. his tour de force performance of “eight songs for a mad King” by 
Peter maxwell davies was called “an amazing feat, making unnatural demands seem 
natural … bizarre behavior coalesced into a sympathetic portrayal.” (The salt lake 
Tribune) he has commissioned and premiered numerous compositions by composers 
derek beryl, robert avalon, James balentine, laura carmichael, John Vasconcelos 
costa, Kevin Puts, marcus maroney, Pierre Jalbert, Karim al-Zand, anthony brandt, 
Kieren macmillian, david Passmore, david cutler, Jeffrey Goldberg, david heuser, doug 
Opel, and Jeffrey nytch. his annual appearances with Kevin noe and the Pittsburgh new 
music ensemble are a highpoint of the season. The salt lake Tribune raved over his 
performance of argento’s “a Waterbird Talk” conducted by Keith lockhart, stating “Jones 
was a marvelous singing actor…his wry enjoyment was contagious.” his performance 
of Pulitzer Prize Winning composer Kevin Puts’ einstein on mercer street is featured on 
Pnme’s recent recording “against the emptiness”. Other recordings include “drunken 
moon” and “The World of ruth crawford seeger”.
 mr. Jones is an alumnus of centenary college and the University of 
michigan. he is currently a professor of voice at the University of houston 
moores school of music.

Timothy Jones, Baritone

Featured Soloist
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 active as a composer, concert curator, and writer on music, dan Visconti is 
updating the role of the classical musician for the 21st century as he creates new 
projects in collaboration with the community. For his ongoing initiatives to address 
social issues through music by reimagining the arts as a form of cultural and civic 
service, Visconti was awarded a 2014 Ted Fellowship and delivered a Ted talk at the 
conference’s thirtieth anniversary.
 Visconti’s musical compositions are rooted in the improvisational energy and 
maverick spirit of rock, folk music, and other vernacular performance traditions — 
elements that tend to collide in unexpected ways with Visconti’s classical training, 
resulting in a growing body of work the Plain dealer describes as “both mature and 
youthful, bristling with exhilarating musical ideas and a powerfully crafted lyricism.”
 commission credits include works written for the Kronos Quartet, branford 
marsalis, eighth blackbird, Opera Philadelphia, the JacK Quartet, alarm Will sound, 
da capo chamber Players, scharoun ensemble of the berlin Philharmonic, silk road 
Project percussionist shane shanahan, guitarist Jason Vieaux, soprano lucy shelton, 
and many others. his music has been performed at venues including carnegie hall, 
alice Tully hall, the Kennedy center for the Performing arts, los angeles’s disney hall, 
london’s barbican Theatre, and sydney Opera house. he has also held composer 
residencies including those with the california symphony, arkansas symphony, and 
metropolitan Opera.
 Visconti’s music has been recognized with the rome Prize, berlin Prize, and awards 
from the Koussevitzky Foundation at the library of congress, Fromm Foundation, 
naumburg Foundation, and the american academy of arts and letters. he is a 
contributing writer for the Huffington Post and has recently had speaking engagements 
at the clinton school for Public service, the national archive, and the rock and roll hall 
of Fame.
 Visconti currently serves as director of artistic Programming at chicago’s Fifth 
house ensemble and works with young musicians at the ensemble’s annual Fresh inc 
Festival on cultivating musical careers in line with their own unique vision and values. he 

is also artistic advisor at astral artists, where he works to develop the next 
generation of classical music leaders.

Dan Visconti,
Composer

Featured Composer
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 The music of composer and pianist mark buller has been performed in a wide 
variety of locations: from carnegie hall to the menil collection, from festivals in italy, 
cyprus, and colombia, to performance spaces in munich and nagano. he has been 
commissioned by a wide range of organizations, including the atlanta symphony 
Orchestra, houston Grand Opera (for two 45-minute operas, an extended choral 
work, and numerous art songs), the houston symphony, and the river Oaks chamber 
Orchestra. For two years he was a member of the da camera of houston young artist 
Program, which also commissioned a number of chamber works.
 buller’s three operas to date (all with libretti by charles anthony silvestri) have 
been performed a combined 190 times, and his art songs have been performed around 
the world. his chamber works have won awards as well: regressive Variations won the 
national rapido! composition contest, and string Quartet no. 3 was the winner of the 
Sarofim Composition Award. Recent performances include The Songs of Ophelia by 
the atlanta symphony; motion studies by the atlanta chamber Players, boston musica 
Viva, Voices of change (dallas), and detroit chamber Winds & strings; and various 
art songs around the country. additionally, the choral work Overboard, commissioned 
by houston Grand Opera with a text by leah lax, will be the centerpiece of a major 
new exhibit at the australian national maritime museum. mark’s current projects 
include a concerto for english horn and strings, an electroacoustic chamber opera, 
and numerous art songs.
 buller received his doctor of musical arts degree from the University of houston, 
where he studied with marcus maroney and rob smith. he previously studied with 
composer dan Forrest and pianist david lehman.

Mark Buller,
Composer

Featured
Composer
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1.  JACK SPRAT
 Jack sprat could eat no fat,
 his wife could eat no lean; 
 and so between the two of them
 They wiped the platter clean.

2.  ELSIE MARLEY
 Elsie Marley has grown so fine
 she won’t get up to serve the swine
 but lies in bed ‘till eight or nine
 and surely she does take her time.

3.  LITTLE JACK HORNER
 little Jack horner
 sat in the corner
 eating a christmas pie;
 he put in his thumb,
 and pulled out a plumb,
 and said, “Oh, what a good boy am i!”

4.  THERE WAS AN OLD WOMAN
 There was an old woman
 lived under a hill;
 and if she’s not gone,
 she lives there still.

5.  GOOSEY, GOOSEY, GANDER
 Goosey, Goosey, Gander,
 Where shall i wander?
 Upstairs, downstairs,
 and in my lady’s chamber
 There i saw an old man
 Who would not say his prayers.
 Take him by the left leg,
 Throw him down the stairs.

6.  JOHNNY SHALL HAVE
 A NEW BONNET
 Johnny shall have a new bonnet,
 and Johnny shall go to the fair;
 and Johnny shall have a blue ribbon
 To tie up his bonny brown hair.
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7.  LITTLE TOM TUCKER
 little Tom Tucker,
 he sang for his supper.
 What did he sing for?
 Why, white bread and butter.
 how can i cut it without a knife?
 how can i marry without a wife?

8.  LULLABY
 rockabye baby,
 The cradle is green;
 Father’s a nobleman,
 mother’s a queen.
 and betty’s a lady,
 and wears a gold ring;
 and Johnny’s a drummer
 and drums for the king.

9.  CROSS PATCH
 cross patch, lift the latch,
 Sit by the fire and spin;
 Take a cup,
 and lift it up,
 Then call your neighbors in.

10.  BONNY LASS,
 PRETTY LASS
 bonny lass, pretty lass,
 Wilt thou be mine?
 Thou shall not wash dishes,
 nor yet serve the swine;
 Thou shalt sit on a cushion,
 And sew a fine seam;
 and thou shalt eat strawberries,
 sugar, and cream!

11.  POLLY PUT THE
 KETTLE ON
 Polly put the kettle on,
 We’ll all have tea.
 sukey take it off again,
 They’re all gone away.
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1.  MR. PECK
 here lies a Peck, which some men say
 Was first of all a Peck of clay;
 This wrought with skill divine, while fresh,
 Became a curious Peck of flesh.
 Through many forms its maker ran,
 Then adding breath made Peck a man;
 Full fifty years Peck felt life’s troubles,
 ‘Till death relieved a Peck of troubles;
 Then fell poor Peck, as all things must.
 and here he lies, a Peck of dust.

2.  SOLOMON PEASE
 Under this sod, beneath these trees,
 lyeth the body of solomon Pease.
 Pease is not here, but only his pod.
 he shelled out his soul, which went 
 straight to God.

3.  MARY JANE
 she was not smart,
 she was not fair,
 but hearts in grief for her are swellin’;
 and empty stands her little chair;
 she died of eatin’ watermelin. 
 [sic; original spelling]
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4.  MARTIN ELGINBRODDE
 here lie i, martin elginbrodde:
 have mercy o’ my soul, lord God.
 as i would do, were i lord God,
 and ye were martin elginbrodde.

5.  ANN MANN
 here lies ann mann
 Who lived an old maid
 but dies an old mann.

6.  OLD CLERK WALLACE
 The children of israel wanted bread
 and the good lord sent them manna.
 Old clerk Wallace wanted a wife
 and the devil sent him anna.

7.  JONATHAN BLAKE
 here lies the body
 Of Jonathan blake;
 stepped on the gas
 instead of the brake.
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 adapted from the composer’s own work are these pieces by mark buller. Nursery 
Rhymes was originally written for piano; the composer writes, “These eleven short 
songs were written at the request of my friend and colleague, baritone James rodriguez. 
The texts [in program] come from an 1881 book, collected and illustrated by Kate 
Greenaway, an english writer of children’s books. i selected some well-known nursery 
rhymes and some a bit more obscure, and attempted to set them to music in such a way 
that might suggest english folk song.” commissioned by rOcO to orchestrate them, 
buller adds, “i was thrilled to have the opportunity to orchestrate these two works for 
rOcO and the wonderful bass-baritone Timothy Jones. The process of orchestrating is 
a lot like adding color in a coloring book: an artist might see black outlines and visualize 
what colors could enliven the page. similarly, it’s thrilling as a composer to add color, a 
sense of dimension to the part, to bring it to life.”
 First written for soprano and piano, buller writes of Tombstone Songs that it was 
“written for the wonderful soprano Julia Fox, who sang in the premieres of my first two 
operas and for whose voice i knew i just had to write a song cycle. Julia asked for 
the cycle as part of her planned tour of Texas, on which she’d sing works entirely by 
composers from the state. i decided to write a comic song cycle, for several reasons: 
it’s easy to write dark, brooding art songs, and they’re often great; but balance is always 
needed, program-wise, and what’s more, there just aren’t enough comic art songs out 
there. so i began reading through collections of funny poetry and was struck by a few 
tombstone inscriptions -- real, etched-in-stone epitaphs -- whose dry wit and sardonic 
cynicism convinced me. a bonus for me as a composer was that their brevity allowed 
me to create a larger number of short songs -- almost like a tasting menu. as i worked 
on the set, i was careful not to get too carried away with dark humor. rather, i tried to be 
careful to infuse them with a sort of poignancy that evoked the character of the people 
whose tombstones bore such arresting memorials. Put simply, i tried as hard as i could 
to avoid trivializing their various demises. in the end, i hope my little tributes allow these 
nearly-anonymous people to live on in our memories.” 
Of this commissioned orchestration, the composer adds, “as with the set of Nursery 

Rhymes, it’s been wonderful to ‘fill out’ the colors of these songs. I chose to 
write for single winds here rather than pairs, in part to create an atmosphere 
appropriate to the tenor of these texts.”

Mark Buller
Nursery Rhymes and Tombstone Songs
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 composers have long engaged in “self-borrowing,” rearranging and cutting and 
pasting from their own existing pieces to create new ones. such borrowings have, 
among other things, allowed overworked composers like bach to meet their quotas. 
Perhaps more importantly, arranging small-scale works for larger forces gives them an 
entirely new character and extends their performance opportunities.
 Legends (Legendy), which originated as a piano duet, is one such example. 
Dvořák is best known for his orchestral and chamber music; his piano works tend to 
be smaller in scale and ambition, with an emphasis on dance forms. like legends, 
his two famous sets of Slavonic Dances for orchestra both originated as piano duets; 
those pieces showcased Dvořák’s commitment to Bohemian source material, and their 
arrangements demonstrated his remarkable instinct for orchestration. Slavonic Dances 
became popular throughout europe and helped make the composer’s reputation. 
 Legends is more reflective, and over its ten movements alternates quickly among 
keys, moods, and orchestrations. On this program, rOcO plays movement no. 6 and 
no. 9. each movement has a slightly different orchestration; while both use pairs (or 
more) of woodwinds and a typical string section, no. 6 calls for two trumpets and harp, 
while no. 9 calls for three trumpets and timpani. The character of the two movements 
is quite different. No. 6, in C-sharp minor, is evocative of Dvořák’s dance-based music 
with its rippling triple meter; it may remind some listeners of Dvořák ’s fellow Czech 
composer, Bedřich Smetana, and his tone poem, The Moldau. The opening section of 
no. 9, in d major, is built on the repetition, rather than variation, of its opening phrase, 
which is passed around the orchestra in close canon. There is a shift into d minor that 
marks the short b section, followed by a return to the opening material key. during 
that quick transition, the piece briefly pushes at its genteel bounds, evoking Dvořák ’s 
larger orchestral works through dynamics and texture. Of these pieces, brahms wrote 
to the publishing house Simrock, “[Tell Dvořák ] how perpetually delighted I am with his 
legends. it is a charming work and the composer’s fresh, merry, and profuse 
inventiveness is enviable.”

Antonin Dvořák
Legends, op. 59, b. 122
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 The american composer William Grant still 
was born in mississippi in 1895; his father was a 
bandmaster and his mother an educator. after 
studying the violin as a child, he attended Wilberforce 
University and the Oberlin conservatory, learning 
to play most of the orchestral instruments and 
taking up composition. his subsequent work in 
commercial music and arranging was simultaneous 
with his ongoing compositional training, first with George Chadwick at the New England 
conservatory, and privately with edgard Varèse. among his many musical achievements 
and honors is his informal title as “The dean of afro-american composers,” and a long 
list of “firsts”: the first African-American to conduct a major American orchestra, to have 
an opera produced by a major american company, and many more. 
 He was a prolific composer for orchestra especially, writing five symphonies, nine 
symphonic poems, and a number of orchestral suites. Wood Notes is one such suite, 
written in 1947 and based on poems by J.m. Pilcher, a southern poet, journalist, and 
social worker. still was interested in developing an “american” musical sound, and 
like Dvořák during his stay in the United States, first worked with spirituals as source 
material. although this piece post-dates symphony no. 1 by many years, it resembles 
some of Dvořák ’s orchestral works in its use of woodwinds, and in both composers’ 
use of certain scales to depict “americanness”. The movements have programmatic 
titles: Singing River, Autumn Light, Moon Dusk, and Whippoorwill’s Shoes. This four-
movement structure suggests the outline of a symphony, although still did not label it as 
such, and the traditional fast-slow-dance-fast order of movements is not quite followed 
here. Wood notes ends on a humorous note, following a lyrical opening movement, a 
delicate second movement in which the woodwinds especially shine, and a dreamy, 
sometimes impassioned third movement (the piece originally had five movements). 
although still and his contemporary, aaron copland, had remarkably similar career 
paths, they were often critical of one another—one scholar has noted still’s criticism 
of copland for the latter’s imitation of european modernist music, and copland’s of 
Still for Still’s conservatism. Nonetheless, in the final movement of Wood Notes, their 
mutual influence seems clear. 
 a review of a 1948 chicago symphony performance of Wood Notes reads in part, 
“There can be no question that of all the negro composers in our country, mr. still is 

the most remarkable. he possesses a fund of melodic ideas, his harmony is 
sometimes in the modern manner, and his handling of the orchestra is expert 
and, occasionally, original and brilliant.”

William Grant Still
Wood Notes

Photo by Maud Cuney-Hare
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...continued

Q: in the program notes to this new piece, you mention that you’ve written other 
works that blur the boundaries among genres. What are some of those pieces?

A: There are several examples. One of my earliest works, black bend, written 
originally for string quartet and also in a version for orchestra, makes the ensemble 
sound like an amplified blues band. My first opera was commissioned by Opera 
Philadelphia and an experimental cabaret troupe called the bearded ladies, so the 
resulting work about andy Warhol played with the ideas of “high” and “low” art. my piece 
ramshackle songs is a collection of Tin Pan alley-inspired 32-bar songs that all extend 
and overlap each other in different, weird ways. and my recent concerto for Grammy-
winning guitarist Jason Vieaux, living language, is something of a tour through music 
history, starting with chant-like murmurs and slowly transforming a central motto through 
the carnatic sitar influence, middle eastern oud, all the way to contemporary jazz, rock, 
and funk. 

To me the really interesting space to be--where people are listening closest--is in-
between these genres we’ve come to appreciate, in a space where for a moment 
anything might be possible.

Q: This piece requires the orchestra to sing and recite—have you written anything 
for a “singing orchestra” or other ensemble before? did you have any concerns about 
doing so here?

A: i’m a composer who frequently employs all kinds of extended techniques for 
various reasons--to make a guitar sound like a sitar, or to add a percussive element 
to a melodic instrument’s arsenal that enriches that part’s sonic palette, or as in this 
case for dramatic effect. The chanting in this piece is very simple and by no means the 
most daring thing i’ve done, yet it had to be handled very gracefully due to the subject 
matter. i tried using it with music as underscore, but ultimately i decided to use the text 
as a coda, a kind of epilogue after the music has ended to send us off with christian’s 
words blossoming forth in this particular, communal kind of way--taking a really personal 
love poem and making it a kind of chant within rOcO but also without to the houston 
community who fostered The hates and beyond.

by Andrea Moore

with composer 
Dan Visconti



...continued

Q: What is your personal relationship with punk, if any?

A: I grew up loving punk rock, first in some of its 1990s latter-day concoctions and 
subsequently artists like the clash, dead Kennedys, and of course The hates. i’m also 
an electric guitarist, so a relationship to guitar and the sound of punk rock is always in 
my bones. 

Q: The program notes describe the piece hitting a rhythmic drive, yet the whole 
piece uses a lot of mixed meter. can you talk about the relationship between the 
driving, 4/4 or 2/4 meter we might expect from punk, and the more unsteady feeling 
of mixed meter?

A: When I wrote this piece, I figured everyone would expect something fast and 
loud in 4/4--something like a punk rock song. christian already did that better than 
i could do, so as i became inspired by his surprisingly tender love poetry, i decided 
that what might be really special would be to capture the epic spirit of a medieval 
romance, the kind of love that is immortalized in legends and folk songs sung by 
minstrels and troubadours. so a lot of the rhythms are more lilting, seldom imitative 
of a big rock sound--but at times the strings sound like a strummed lute with some 
intricate pizzicato passages!

Q: There’s a fair amount of freedom in the piece—uncued, staggered entrances, 
performers’ individual decisions, and so on. Can you talk about that--is it a reflection of 
a punk ethic, or an accommodation of the conductorless ensemble, or something else?

A: The freedom of the piece is the main way i engaged the punk aesthetic, since 
as mentioned i already decided the musical material of the piece would be perhaps 
more lyrical; this coupled with rOcO’s conductorless status made for some interesting 
opportunities to treat the orchestra more like a band. i could let rOcO’s players shine 
as soloists within the group and animate certain simple, repeated riffs with a textural 
complexity and beautiful roughness that reflects a very punk non-conformist aesthetic, 
for what is ultimately a very sweet piece--just like those who know him will tell you that 
christian is such a sweet person and a gift to houston’s musical community.

i’m no stranger to creating music that blurs the lines between classical and other 
genres, so creating an orchestral tribute to the hates frontman and local houston 

legend, christian Kidd, sounded like an idea i couldn’t wait to dive into. after all, the 
hates (one of the pioneering bands of punk rock) were really all about 

love, and after guitarist and lead vocalist Kidd underwent radiation and 
chemotherapy treatment, the piece took on an even greater urgency. While 

searching for a way in to a fitting tribute, I noticed some of Christian’s 
18



beautiful poetry he wrote for his partner, which he 
posts frequently on Facebook. The poems have 

a kind of characteristic outlaw balladry one might 
expect of Kidd, but they also harken to a more 

ancient minstrelsy, or perhaps troubadour songs.

beginning with the timeless sound of the sea moving 
in waves throughout the orchestra, my new 

work “legendary love” begins with the 
harmonies of a distant love ballad, gradually 
taking on the more assertive, gritty rhythmic 

drive more typical of The hates’ musical 
style, culminating in musicians singing and 

speaking text written by christian:

  

One of the few conductorless orchestras, 
rOcO’s virtuosity makes the ensemble 

more like a band, and the piece develops this 
metaphor to the fullest, with sections where 

musicians react off one another for a thrilling, 
edge-of-your-seat experience that 

unfolds differently at each performance-
-capturing the improvisatory wildness 

and expressive urgency that makes 
christian’s musical contributions to 
houston and beyond so enduring.

- dan Visconti (2018)

Being in love can emulate
Liberating in a way

Flowing forth like the fountain of youth 
Filling my heart to say

I poured my hopes into endless hours 
Stirring my dreams to become 

Basking in your beauty
It changed me into someone
An inspired self-expression.
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The Wonderful
English and Oz

ROCO Unchambered

Night Out: ROCO + Brennan’s
Sunday, February 18  •  5 pm at MATCH, 
7 pm at Brennan’s of Houston
enjoy a night on the town – rOcO style!
The $80 ticket package includes:
 admission for one to rOcO Unchambered: 
 The Wonderful english and Oz at the maTch
 complimentary “happy half-hour” 
 at the maTch
 dinner at brennan’s of houston following the performance 
 (tax/tip included, alcohol available for purchase).
 Tickets to just the performance (no dinner package) are also
 available for $15-25. Please visit roco.org for details.



---2017-2018 Season Supporters---



Our 40 musicians and guest artists
come to Houston from:

Pittsburgh
Cleveland

Minneapolis/St. Paul
Warwick

Boston
Hartford

New York

St. Louis

London

Boulder
Denver

Vancouver

New Orleans

Corpus Christi

Austin

HOUSTON

Dallas

Bloomfield Hills
Detroit

Toronto

Kansas City

Louisville

Los Angeles

Chicago

Tallahassee

San Francisco
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---2017-2018 Season Partners---
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John has been an active board member and chair sponsor of 
ROCO violinist, Pasha Sabouri, for the past five years. Currently 
serving his first year as Vice Chair of ROCO’s Board of Directors, 
we are immensely thankful for the leadership and expertise he 
brings to the organization and are grateful to recognize him for his 
continued kind generosity.

Photo/dabfoto

John Bradshaw Jr.

Honors!
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Board of Honorary Advisors
leslie blanton   •  carl Frost   •  sharon ley lietzow

Janet moore   •  mary ann newman

alison comstock moss, Chair 
John bradshaw Jr., Vice Chair   •  Russell K. Schulze II, Treasurer

Jennifer strauss, Secretary

Thomas Bourne   •   George Chase   •   William V.H. Clarke   •   Joseph Flowers
Bob Fry   •   Drew Helmer   •   Melissa Hobbs   •   Alecia Lawyer   •   Mimi Lloyd

Doug McMurrey   •   Chris Ross   •   Fran Sampson   •   Kathy Segner   •   Dean Slocum

Staff

Board of Advisors
randall evans   •   Terri Golas   •   Kit Gwin   •   Jill lein   •   Joel luks   •   mimi mcGehee

amanda mcmillian   •   bruce Potter    •   Patti lennon-Potter   •   charles riepe
Greta rimpo   •   nancy sauer   •   barbara short   •   Keith short   •   carol stryker

Garvin stryker   •   mills Toomey   •   steve Toomey   •   amanda Watson

2017-2018 Board of Directors

“Attitude of Gratitude”
We are grateful for the dedication and passion of Jacey Little, 

our Production Manager for the past three seasons. 
We wish her great success as she moves on

to continue leading Horse Head Theatre Co. 

---The ROCO Family---

alecia lawyer, Founder/Artistic Director/Principal Oboe
amy Gibbs, Managing Director
anna harris, Director of Development 
rachel smith, Marketing and Audience Engagement Coordinator 
erin Tsai, Office and Personnel Manager
Jacey little, Production Manager
Jason stephens, Librarian
Teresa b. southwell, Graphics
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Legend
C   chair sponsor
CC   conductor consortium
CM   concertmaster consortium
FC   Founding consortium
VIC   Violin consortium
BQC  brass Quintet consortium
ROWBC  River Oaks Women’s Breakfast Club

Benefactor
leslie and Jack blanton, Jr. C
John bradshaw Jr. C    
beverly and bill coit C
comstock ® CC
Patte and Paul l. comstock CC 
The cullen Trust for the Performing arts
The William stamps Farish Fund
lori and Joseph Flowers C
Jo ann and robert Fry C
clare a. Glassell C, FC
Kit Gwin C
amanda mcmillian and benjamin holloway C  
evelyn howell C
humphreys Foundation
mid-america arts alliance
miller Theatre advisory board
The W.T. and louise J. moran Foundation
alison comstock and aaron moss CC  
mary margaret and russell schulze C
Kathy and ed segner C 
scurlock Foundation
The Wortham Foundation

acorn international, llc
anadarko Petroleum corporation 
barbara and bill brewer   
denman/newman Foundation C    
Ugo di Portanova C   
Jeanie Flowers, C
 in loving memory of Daniel Flowers
ann and randy Fowler C
sally and carl Frost C  
Frost bank 
Greenwood King Properties
George and mary Josephine 
 hamman Foundation 
Kathleen and malcolm hawk C
The deshpande-helmer Family C    
melissa and mark hobbs C  
lucy and Victor Kormeier
mimi lloyd C  
Phyllis martin FC
Jane mccord FC
Gretchen and andrew mcFarland C    
mimi reed mcGehee C
sarah and Jeff mcParland C
cora bess meyer
national endowment for the arts
mary ann newman C
cabrina and steven Owsley
douglas Petitt VIC

Sponsor

Sponsors & Donors

albert and margaret alkek Foundation
The brown Foundation, inc. 
The carruth Foundation 
enterprise Products 
houston arts alliance and city of houston 
houston endowment, inc.

Visionary

List as of January 24, 2018
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regina rogers, 
 in honor of Evelyn Howell
shell Oil company Foundation 
diane simpson, C
 in loving memory of don simpson 
Kerry lynch and dean slocum C
Jennifer and david strauss CM
Texas commission on the arts  
mills and steve Toomey C 
Susan Whitfield C
The Kurt Weill Foundation for music   
West University Travel 

Founder
adam dewalt adams    
The amphion Foundation, inc.  
The honorable mary e. bacon FC
beck redden, llP
ann and John h. bookout Jr. 
Jack and annis bowen Foudation
barbara burger C
clinton and dean bybee
Pammy campbell FC
stephanie and William V. h. clarke
claire and John caudill
mei-ann chen

chevron humankind    
The crain Foundation
James crump    
donnie davis realtors FC
dr. and mrs. Peter J. dempsey BQC            
Kimberly and scott donnelly
Jarrod Gullett and Warren b. dunn C
eOG resources, inc.
susanne and randall evans FC  
marcia and michael b. Feldman  
ann and Peter Fluor
dianne Foutch FC
Wayne c. Fox
Terri and steve Golas    
Jeannie and Kenneth Griffin 
charles hall FC
anne harrington, FC
 in loving memory of Bruce Harrington       
The albert and ethel herzstein
 charitable Foundation
arlene m. holden
bridget Jensen FC
The honorable sylvia matthews ROWBC  
sally and charles mccollum FC    
catherine and William mcnamara FC    
alice and Frank mcWilliams FC 
Ginni and richard mithoff       
Janet and harvin c. moore iV
lorraine morich 
Vivie and chris O’sullivan C
margaret c. Pack FC   
connie and anthony Pfeiffer CM
Patti lennon and bruce Potter
sarah and ben Powell
nikki richnow
Fran and chuck riepe FC 
marilyn and Gene shepherd
barbara and Keith short FC 
sherry and Jim smith FC
The Powell Foundation
speedy Printing
don P. speers FC 
scott st. John
carol and Garvin P. stryker FC
Texas Women for the arts
susanne and diderico van eyl
Virginia and Gage Van horn FC
leslie and eric Wade
Jane ann and Jasper Welch
sara White 
leewood and Tom Woodell 
Jo dee and cliff Wright CM   
cindy and bob Ziervogel

Patron
rutger beelaerts BQC
martha and Thomas c. bourne C
allan edwards builders inc.
The aaron copland Fund for music
h. Fort Flowers Foundation
cheryl and andrew Fossler VIC
Olwynne and doug Gleason 
Janice and barrett Green C    
Wendy and Tim harris C
Kathleen campbell laws FC
sharon ley and robert lietzow C        
sarah and doug mcmurrey, Jr. CM   
laura and brad mcWilliams ROWBC
The andrew W. mellon Foundation
Frederick and Kathy Plaeger BQC 
helen and chris ross BQC  
Janet schaumburg and bill craig
leslye and david Weaver
lisa and rex Wooldridge C
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susie bace FC 
Kay read bartle FC  
ana bovet FC 
James bulger    
Patricia bunch ROWBC
burberry
John burdine FC
shirley burgher FC    
becky chamberlin FC
candi clement   
conocoPhillips
margaret and calvin crossley
susie cunningham          
brian r. davis CM
Karen and bill donovan FC  
andrea and maxwell evans
susanne and mel Glasscock
exxonmobil Foundation    
John Flanagan and mark shirey    
Gary Gee and michael deVoll    
Kathleen and Joseph Fenninger
ann Goldstein ROWBC
martha and dewuse K. Guyton FC
eileen and chris hairel
anna and dave harris
Terri and John havens
christine heggeseth    
robert hetherington FC       
bob and raycene hilsher    
Pam and bo howard
steven Jarvi
catherine maureen and Jeffrey Jennings  
Julia Jones FC  
carla Knobloch
harold Knudsen BQC
The Tom and candy Knudson charitable 
Foundation VIC     
alecia and larry lawyer
amy and Gentry lee, 
 in honor of Alecia Lawyer
suzanne lyons Fc    
Joella and stephen mach
hamida hemani and abel manji
Tevia and chris mclaren CM 
betty moore
madeline and Fred morgan
susan morrison
Terrylin neale

Paula and Jeff Paine,
 in honor of Margaret Alkek Williams
sandy Parkerson    
susan and randall raimond BQC  
nancy l. sauer ROWBC   
catriona sarkis
alexandra simotas
heather simpson
barbara and louis sklar
yale smith FC    
spec’s Wine, spirits, and Finer Foods   
barbara and Jack spell FC
Winnie and edwin sy   
Kittsie and charlie Thomas
 Family Foundation   
rebecca Upchurch 
Women’s Philharmonic advocacy
Virginia Watt
deanne White
susan and Peter Zollers

Friend

Enthusiast
cars (charitable adult rides and services)
Joanna and Patrick cannizzaro
ramona davis
Frank dumanoir
aloysia Friedmann
Owen Gibbs
rev. and mrs. bennie and laurens hall          
ann and clif iverson
carol and John m. Kafka    
suzanne and david Kerr FC
Kathie and milton magness, 
 in honor of Jo Ann and Bob Fry      
aileen mason
sunny and steve mcKinnon BQC 
steven newberry   
mike newton  
bryan scrivner
beth and mark shelton
Fannie Tapper FC
Jayne G. Venarde FC
duncan White

List as of January 24, 2018



alice craig
martha craig
robert l. crenshaw    
donnie davis, 
 in honor of Fran Sampson and
 Chuck Riepe
renee s. davis, 
 in honor of Ginni and Richard Mithoff
Pat and Jack derhovsepian
laurie dorfman
connie elliott
aimee Flood
laura ewing and John hull rOWBC  
sarah Flanigan
rachel and bud Frazier
Olivia G. Garza      
christianne Gell
Dorothy Griffin
Joan derhovsepian and erik Gronfor
heidi heard
ann and howard hendrix  
Judith b. hundertmark
Kristin Wolfe Jensen
charlene markle Johnston
suzanne leFevre and david spath
Jill and clay lein
sandy and Philip nauert
marc newman
miki and ralph norton
Phillips66   
susie and Jim Pokorski
carol and dan Price, 
 in honor of Thuy Tran
Janet Priest
shelley and Jim rice
Greta and Jeremy rimpo
rebecca rush
erin rydberg
Pasha sabouri
betsy deal and William G. smith, 
 in honor of Fran Sampson and 
 Chuck Riepe
robert snell
Julia Thayer
betty and Wade Taylor    
lynda Transier
susan Tucek
mary and robert Valerius
laura Vinas Jahn
leone buyse and michael F. Webster 
beth and Jim Wiggins
evan Wildstein
linda T. Wukasch Fc    
Kirsten yon
margrit young, 
 in honor of Fran Sampson and
 Chuck Riepe
david Zimmerman

Wade and mert adams   
erin Tsai and daniel allison
susan and John barnes
beverly bentley, 
 in honor of Mimi Lloyd
bess black FC
Vanessa and George chase
linda and dr. michael F. condit ROWBC
marilyn and ed davis
Judith dines
diane and Jack eckels
amy Gibbs
donna scott and mitch Glassman 
Janet head FC
dorene and Frank herzog, 
 in honor of Fran Sampson and
 Chuck Riepe
ibm employee charitable campaign
ann houston    
Peggy hull creative Touch interiors ROWBC    
helen and Glenn laird 
alan livingston
Vicki lovin FC       
susan and Tony mayer
audrey and robb moses 
linda murray FC
Judy and scott nyquist
dr. susan and ed Osterberg 
courtenay Vandiver Pereira
david Pesikoff
rachel and chris Powers
mary lou Pringle Williams, 
 in honor of Mimi Lloyd
carol and John Prowse
marion and randy riddell  
carol lee and Ken robertson, 
 in honor of Sharon Ley-Lietzow    
Teresa rogers
anne and Joseph romano  
Teresa b. southwell 
susan steinhardt
christine stevens and rich chrishock
ann Trammell, 
 in honor of Evelyn Howell  
roy Wylie

Supporter

Contributor
claire and doug ankenman
candace baggett ROWBC
bank of america
Patsy r. bland
amy chung
cynthia craft
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Suzanne Riepe Joy of Music Fund
marlene and John childs 
Patricia and Wolfgang demisch 
susanne and mel Glasscock 
suzanne and daniel Kubin 
charles riepe
Gavin riepe 
binky and John strom   

mert and Wade adams
adam dewalt adams
erin Tsai and daniel allison
cindy and buddy bailey
derek bermel
martin r. blain
andrew breckwoldt
The brown Foundation
barbara burger
cheryl and dennis butler
Giorgio Caflisch
miquel correll
Travis counts
James crump
scot dixon
robert elliott
lori and Joseph Flowers
Frost bank
amy Gibbs
susanne m. and mel Glasscock
Terri and steve Golas
charles Guez
anna and dave harris
Katy and clyde hays
marge helmer
hitoshi hirata
roger hochman
suzanne and david Kerr
robin and danny Klaes
Terri Klein
Gardner landry
david W. ley
sharon ley and robert lietzow

Kristen and matthew loden
david lurie
christian and William manuel
marcus maroney
andrea meier
ravneet nagi
laurence b. neuhaus
marc newman
miki lusk and ralph norton
Judy and scott nyquist
butch Pascal
connie and anthony Pfeiffer
Patti lennon-Potter and bruce Potter
aaron n. Price
randall raimond
Greta and Jeremy rimpo
barbara rountree
Jane seger
Pin Oak caregivers
Kathy and ed segner
bingiee and cara shiu
Teresa b. southwell
Jason stephens
Kimberly sterling
christine stevens and rich crishock
mills and steve Toomey
mike stude
suzanne and ronald Torretti
susan and russell Treat
donna and Tony Vallone
Gerry and lou Waters
Virginia Watt
diane and Jack Webb
martha Williams
Jo dee and cliff Wright
Joshua Zinn

ROCO’s First Commercial Recording Project

List as of January 24, 2018
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A planned gift to ROCO could continue your yearly 
support in perpetuity, preserving ROCO for future 
generations. Your gift will not only contribute to the 
continued stability and excellence of ROCO, it will 
give you the satisfaction of making the difference you 
would like, for yourself, and for Houston, now and in 
the future.

There are many ways to structure your gift. Through 
careful financial planning and consultation with your 
financial advisor or estate planner, you can find an 
option that fits your plans. 

Please contact Director of Development, 
Anna Harris, anna@roco.org for more information.
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Leslie & Jack Blanton Jr.   •   Shirley Burgher   •   Pat Casey
George Chase     •   Stephanie & Rev. Reagan Cocke
Susanne & Randall Evans    •   Lori & Joseph Flowers

Sally & Carl Frost    •   Melissa & Mark Hobbs   •   Laura Vinas Jahn
Carol Kafka    •   Alecia & Larry Lawyer   •   Suzanne LeFevre

Jill & Clay Lein   •   Suzanne Lyons   •   Mary Ann Newman
Lana Rigsby   •   Helen & Chris Ross   •   Mary Margaret & Russ Schulze

Kathy & Ed Segner    •   Barbara & Keith Short
Binky & John Strom    •   Carol & Garvin Stryker

We are grateful to those who invite ROCO musicians
into their hearts and homes. If you are interested 
in housing a ROCO musician, please contact the 

ROCO office at info@roco.org
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ROCO also provides DVDs of
concerts to hospitals, nursing 
homes, and retirement
centers for patients and 
residents to enjoy!

We also host a collection of audio recordings from past concerts 
on our website. all you need is a sense of curiosity and an 
internet connection and you can be transported to a ROCO 
experience under the listen tab at roco.org

ROCO Anytime, Anywhere
Can’t make it to a concert in Houston?
Want to experience our past concerts?

Now you can enjoy ROCO anywhere in the world!

rOcO live streams all in concert performances to the world at 
5pm CST this 2017-18 season 

September 23 • November 11 • February 10

www.roco.org/donate

Please invest in 
rOcO’s Anytime, Anywhere 
program through a gift 
to our annual Fund.



Magical
Inspirations
rOcO concertmaster’s 
two favorite things: 
violin and disney

Sunday, April 8  •  5:00pm
midtown arts and Theater center houston (maTch)

Tuesday, April 10  •  3:00pm
cypress creek Face
scott st. John, Violin 

Kevin lau, Composer  ROCO COmmiSSiONed WORld PRemieRe



For available dates visit roco.org/rocorooters

6 hours of music education and 
childcare (4:30 - 10:30pm) from

licensed childcare workers during 
ROCO In Concert programs.

Ages 2 months - 10 years welcome! 







with a new work by Robbie Moore and
MAAA grantee Dominic Walsh with 

live music courtesy of  Two Star Symphony.
Guest Dance Company: 

Bruce Wood Dance from Dallas, TX

April 13 & 14, 2018  •  8PM
Hobby Center, Zilka Hall

http://www.metdance.org/tickets/
Photo by Ben Doyle






